Abstract. In this paper we characterize the weights w , v for which | \S,pf\ | < C\ 171 U, v , for / nonincreasing, where S^f = /0°° cj>{x, y)f(y) dy .
Introduction
In this paper we will study weighted norm inequalities of general operators of the form ¡•OO (1.1) VW= / 4>(x,y)f(y)dy Jo on monotone functions / : R+ -> E+ . Operators of this type dominate many classical operators T in the sense that (Tf)*(t) < CS$f*(t), where g*(t) = inf{y; \{x; \g(x)\ > y}\ < t}, the rearrangement of g. We refer the reader to [2, 5] for examples, as the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, the Hubert transform, etc. It is thus of interest to characterize the weights w : E+ -> R+ for which (1.2) IIVllp.«^C||/||pflB, as this gives extensions of the classical norm inequalities. This is the reason why the study of (1.2) has recently attracted a great deal of attention [3, 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] , beginning with [1] Ariño and Muckenhoupt for the averaging operator Af(x) = j¿ fo f to the more general version of [3] for operators of the type S<j>f(x) = /0 <p(t)f(tx)dt. All of these operators are special cases of (1.1). In this paper we use extensions and refinements of the method introduced in [6] for Af to characterize those w : E+ -* K+ for which (1.2) holds for monotone functions. This will be done §2- §6. The final section deals with applications and a discussion of the sharp norm constant in (1.2) for various choices of (j> : R+ x R+ -> R+ and w : E+ -> R+ . Throughout we shall use the notation / J, (/ Î) to indicate that /" : R+ -» K+ is nonincreasing (nondecreasing). When proving inequalities for monotone functions, we may as usual restrict ourselves to homeomorphisms since a general monotone function can be approximated by homeomorphisms.
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Finally take y/'x(t) = f(t)q . D by Lemma 2.5(ii). with f(t) = f(l/t) i if / Î and so on. In §7 we will give some applications of these theorems.
Operator 7¿
In order to obtain ||S^/||p;U) < C||/||pjU; in the range 1 < p < oo, it is convenient to split S^ = T^ + T£ , where VW= f 4>(x,y)f(y)dy.
Jo
The operator T1 will be studied in the next section. We shall assume have T^f(x) = /* <p(x, y) /0°° Xe& , t) dt dy = jQ°° ¡0X 4>(x, y)xE(y, 0 dy dt = Jo°° T<t>X{oj{t))(x) dt I, where E = {(y, t) ; f(y) > t}, and (0, y(t)) = {y ; f(y)
> t} , for t > 0.
Remark 2. A special case of (HI) already appears in [3] . 
Jo Jo Jo
Changing the order of integration and integrating by parts, we get
Combining ( (H4) 0*(x,y) <B<&*(x, t)Q>*(t,y), for x<t<y;
(H5) / i=> T¡f | .
We notice that (H5) is equivalent to the condition 3>*(x, r) j in x for x < r, Vr > 0. Let í = <P*~'(w), or « = 0*(x, i). we have
Since (H4) implies for x < t, y > 0,
we have by a suitable approximation argument that J°° <t>(x, y)/(y) dy < BV(x, 0 (J°° 4>(t, y)f(y) dy + /(i)) .
Thus we get roo r roo "|P-1 i>pJ J <t>(t,y)f(y)dy + f(t) o*(x,t)p'x4>(x,t)f(t)dt Sf(x) = Tf(x) + T*f(x).
These operators occur in the study of operators which are weak type (/?,, q¡),
It is easy to see that for / J., if ß < a/y then Tf j, and if -ax < ßyx , then T*f[. Denote ô -ßy -a, then we have 
Jo
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use The proof of Note that the above two lemmas hold for all / not only for f [. Now combining Lemmas 7.4,7.5, and 7.8 we complete the proof for Theorem 7.3.
Next we compute some best constants for the operator A*af. We will also prove this theorem in several lemmas.
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